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SumeriansMeeting 2

● Religious fluidity and persistence 
in the Mediterranean world

● Sumer

● Gilgamesh, Ishtar, and the 
Bull of Heaven
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The story so far
Website & syllabus markbwilson.com mark.wilson@lehman.cuny.edu

Key ideas • Kinds of religion: gods (polytheism, dualism, monotheism) or spirits

• Paganism almost universal in the ancient world
§ Form of polytheism
§ Local natural forces given names, faces, stories
§ City-states give special attention to a patron deity  

• Temples are homes to the gods

• Priestly classes trained to interact with gods, preserve lore

• Mortals and gods have multilayer interactions

§ Gods and the state 
§ Gods and the community
§ Gods and the family/individuals 
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Evidence

Most of our evidence of what 
happened in the past is flawed
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How do past events get to us?
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Example: Epic of Gilgamesh
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Kinds of evidence

 Primary source
– Eyewitness testimony from the place and time being studied

 Secondary source
– A scholar collects and interprets primary sources on a subject

 Tertiary source
– General scholarly consensus on a subject
– Includes encyclopedias, textbooks, and almost everything on the web

– NOT ALLOWED as a source for history papers
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Problems with primary sources?

Intentional bias

Unintentional bias

Point of view

Survival

Translation

CONCLUSION:

There are no facts in history
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“Books are not made to be believed,
but to be subjected to inquiry.
When we consider a book,

we mustn’t ask ourselves what it says
but what it means.”

— William of Baskerville in Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose
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Periodization

Dividing history eras is useful but 
misleading
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You are 
here

B.C. (Before Christ) A.D. (Anno Domini)

The “Common Era” calendar

12 00 0 10 00 0 80 00 60 00 40 00 20 00 0 20 00

BCE (Before the Common Era) CE (Common Era)

Birth of 
Christ
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Eras of (Mediterranean) history

12 00 0 10 00 0 80 00 60 00 40 00 20 00 0 20 00

Prehistoric Era Ancient Era Medieval 
Era

Modern 
Era

Invention of 
civilization

Fall of 
Rome

Protestant 
Reformation
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Ages of technology

12 00 0 10 00 0 80 00 60 00 40 00 20 00 0 20 00

Prehistoric Era Ancient Era

Paleolithic 
(“Old Stone”) Age Neolithic (“New Stone”) Age Bronze Age Iron Age

Invention of 
civilization

Fall of 
Rome
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Counting centuries

30 0 20 0 10 0 0 10 0 20 0 30 0 ...

1st century
CE

2nd century
CE

3rd century
CE

...

BCE CE

1st century
BCE

2nd century
BCE

3rd century
BCE

Romans destroy Corinth: 146 BCE
Occurs during the 2nd century BCE
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Periodization

 Historians divide history into “eras” based on how we can 
characterize society

 Archaeologists divide history into “ages” based on changes in 
prevalent technology

 These periods help organize our studies, but also overgeneralize 
places and times within each period
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Mediterranean Religion
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“Discordant unity”
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The ancient world in motion

 Movements of people

 Expansion and contraction

 Evolution of cultures

 Diversity within empires
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How does influence change religion?

 Missing roles

 Similarities suggesting common elements

 Shared folk tales acquire religious 
significance
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Transmission between cultures

 “Between cultures” includes time as well as space

 Commerce

 Political interaction
– Diplomacy
– Exile

– Foreign consorts

 Alien minorities populations
– Immigration

– Colonialism

– Merchant communities

 Transmission of writing systems
– Cunefiorm, hieroglyphics
– Linear A/Linear B

– Phonetic writing
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How does transmission square with “local”?

 Identification (“interpetratio”)

 Adjacent lands

 Synthesis of merged cultures

 Soil, objects, talismans, idols
– Roman importation of the Magna Mater
– Ritual of evocatio (appropriation of conquered gods)

 Shared natural phenomena
– E.g., the morning star as Venus / Inanna
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Identification (“Interpretatio”)

 Caesar: “the Gauls worship Mercurius”

 Herodotos: “these foreigners love Hestia best”

 Hesiod: “Akkadians’ Anu is another name for 
our Ouranos”

 Consequences: 
– Acquisition of stories and aspects blurs/changes role
– Use as a cultural normative
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Similarities in cult and ritual

 Commonality of a sacred space

 Tools of interaction with gods: prayer, 
sacrifice, libation, procession, votive gift

 Rituals tend to be culturally specific
– Community identity

– Marker of their local gods
– Resistant to assimilation

 Borrowed where there is a lack

 Spontaneous similarities
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Sumer

25
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Ziggurat
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The priests and the priest-king

 Many gods as rulers/owners of the land, 
with priestly attendants

 Kings asserting role as chief priest: 
the priest-king

 Gods of dominant cities gain importance
– Inanna / Ishtar as patron deity of Akkad
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Rivalry for resources →warfare
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The deluge
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Life and afterlife
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Gilgamesh, Ishtar, and the Bull of Heaven
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King Gilgamesh
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Inanna / Ishtar
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